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Europa Mission: Science Status 

•  Selected instruments and  
Science team  

•  Unified Science Traceability 
Matrix (USTM) 

•  Thematic Working Groups 

•  PSG near-term goals  
and schedule 
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Europa-UVS
UV Spectrograph
P!: Kurt Retherford
SwRI, San Antonio

SUDA 
Dust Analyzer

PI: Sascha Kempf
Univ. Colorado, Boulder

MASPEX
Mass Spectrometer
PI: J. Hunter Waite
SwRI, San Antonio

ICEMAG 
Magnetometer

PI: Carol Raymond
JPL-Caltech

EIS
Narrow-Angle Camera +

Wide-Angle Camera
PI: Zibi Turtle

JHU-APL

Radiation Science  
Working Group

WG Lead: Chris Paranicas
JHU-APL"



MISE
IR Spectrometer
PI: Diana Blaney"

JPL-Caltech

REASON
Ice-Penetrating Radar
PI: Don Blankenship

Univ. Texas Inst. Geophys.

Gravity Science  
Working Group

WG Lead: Sean Solomon
Lamont-Doherty

In SituRemote Sensing

NASA-Selected "
Europa Instruments

PIMS"
Faraday Cups

PI: Joe Westlake
JHU-APL

E-THEMIS
Thermal Imager

PI: Phil Christensen
Arizona State Univ.
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Europa Science Team 
PIs, Co-Is, Project Science (125 total) 

Oleg Abramov 
Amy Barr Mlinar 
Bruce Bills 
Jordana Blacksberg 
Diana Blaney 
Don Blankenship 
Scott Bolton 
Christelle Briois 
Tim Brockwell 
Lorenzo Bruzzone 
Bruce Campbell 
Bob Carlson 
Lynn Carter 
Tony Case 
Tim Cassidy 
Phil Christensen 
Roger Clark 
Geoff Collins 
Kate Craft 
Brad Dalton 
Ashley Davies 
Serina Diniega 
Scott Edgington 
Charles Elachi 
Carolyn Ernst 
 

Paul Feldman 
Leigh Fletcher 
Yonggyu Gim 
Randy Gladstone 
Thomas Greathouse 
Robert Green 
Cyril Grima 
Eberhard Gruen 
Murthy Gudipati 
Dennis Haggerty 
Kevin Hand 
Candy Hansen 
Alex Hayes 
Paul Hayne 
Matt Hedman 
Alain Herique 
Karl Hibbitts 
Mihaly Horanyi 
Terry Hurford 
Hauke Hussmann 
Xianzhe Jia 
Steven Joy 
Insoo Jun 
Justin Kasper 
Sascha Kempf 
 

Krishan Khurana 
Randy Kirk 
Margaret Kivelson 
Rachel Klima 
Wlodek Kofman 
Peter Kollmann 
Haje Korth 
William Kurth 
Yves Langevin 
Jonathan Lunine 
Jean-Luc Margot 
Marco Mastrogiuseppe 
Erwan Mazarico 
Tom McCord 
Alfred McEwen 
Melissa McGrath 
Bill McKinnon 
Ralph McNutt 
Jeff Moore 
Olivier Mousis 
Alina Moussessian 
Scott Murchie 
Neil Murphy 
Francis Nimmo 
Bob Pappalardo 
 

Chris Paranicas 
Ryan Park 
Wes Patterson 
Carol Paty 
Jeff Plaut 
Dirk Plettemeier 
Frank Postberg 
Louise Prockter 
Lynnae Quick 
Trina Ray 
Carol Raymond 
Kurt Retherford 
James Roberts 
Lorenz Roth 
Chris Russell 
Abigail Rymer 
Joachim Saur 
Juergen Schmidt 
Britney Schmidt 
Dustin Schroeder 
Frank Seelos 
Dave Senske 
Mark Sephton 
Everett Shock 
James Slavin 
 

David Smith 
Todd Smith 
Jason Soderblom 
Krista Soderlund 
Sean Solomon 
John Spencer 
Ralf Srama 
Andrew Steffl 
Alan Stern 
Michael Stevens 
Robert Strangeway 
Ben Teolis 
Nick Thomas 
Gabriel Tobie 
Zibi Turtle 
Steve Vance 
Hunter Waite 
Mike Watkins 
Ben Weiss 
Joe Westlake 
Danielle Wyrick 
Duncan Young 
Cary Zeitlin 
Mikhail Zolotov 
Maria Zuber 
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Thematic Working Groups (TWGs) 
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ice shell	
geology	


composition	


exosphere	


ocean	
recon	


Interior	

including: ���
ice shell, ���

ocean properties, ���
plume sources	


Composition	

including: ���

exosphere, ���
plume deposits,	


surface irradiation	


Geology	

including:	


surface features,	

small-scale geology,	

thermal anomalies	


Habitability	  
including: ���

conditions for life,	

geochemical ���
gradients,	

signs of life���
	


Composition 
Co-Chairs:	


Melissa McGrath	

Jason Soderblom	


Geology ���
Co-Chairs:	

John Spencer���
Geoff Collins	


Habitability 
Co-Chairs:	

Jonathan Lunine	


Kevin Hand	


Interior ���
Co-Chairs:	

Francis Nimmo	


Carol Paty	




Science Traceability and  
Requirements Development Process  
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USTM
Unified Science Traceability 

Matrix

Level 2
Science Requirements

Document (SRD)

Measurement Requirements

Candidate 
Level 1 

Baseline & Threshold 

Payload
Requirements

Mission System 
Requirements

Flight System
Requirements

Trajectory
Requirements

Level 3+

Proposed 
Instrument 

Traceability Matrix

HQ

Project Science

Project Science

PIs

Science Manager
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•  Goal: Explore Europa to investigate its habitability 

•  Objectives:     
–  Ice Shell & Ocean: Characterize the ice shell  

and any subsurface water, including their  
heterogeneity, ocean properties, and the nature  
of surface-ice-ocean exchange 

–  Composition: Understand the habitability  
of Europa's ocean through composition  
and chemistry 

–  Geology: Understand the formation of surface  
features, including sites of recent or current  
activity, and characterize high science interest  
localities* 

 *Note: STD’s “Reconnaissance” goal has 
   been folded into the Geology objective 

Europa Mission Science Goal & Objectives 
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Obj. Mission Inv. Instr. Instrument Investigation 
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IO1:Characterize 
the distribution of 
any shallow 
subsurface water 
and the structure 
of the icy shell. 

EIS Characterize potential for shallow subsurface water in regions of interest. 

REASON Characterize the distribution of any shallow subsurface water, and the structure of the icy shell. 

IO2: Determine 
ocean salinity 
and thickness. 

ICEMAG Determine the time-varying magnetic field induced in Europa to constrain the ocean’s location, thickness, and salinity. 
MISE Determine the distribution and composition of salt deposits to assess ocean salinity and crustal thickness. 
PIMS Determine the plasma contributions to Europa's magnetic induction response to estimate the ocean's location, 

thickness, and salinity. 
SUDA Determine the composition of solid potential plume particles to characterize the composition of the ocean water. 

IO3: Constrain 
the regional and 
global thickness, 
heat-flow, and 
dynamics of the 
ice shell.  

ETHEMIS Determine global- and regional-scale surface temperature variations to constrain heat flow and near-surface physical 
properties of the ice shell. 

EIS Constrain the thickness, shape, rotation state and mechanical properties of the ice shell. 
Gravity Recover the amplitude of the degree-2 gravity tidal Love number k2 at Europa's orbital frequency to 0.05 absolute 

accuracy. 
Gravity Recover the amplitude of the degree-2 shape tidal Love number h2 at Europa's orbital frequency to 0.05 absolute 

accuracy. 
ICEMAG Determine the time-varying magnetic field induced in Europa to constrain the ice shell thickness. 
PIMS Determine the plasma contributions to Europa's magnetic induction response to estimate the ice shell thickness.  
REASON Search for an ice-ocean interface and characterize the ice shell's global thermophysical structure. 
REASON Constrain the amplitude and phase of topographic tides. 

IO4: Investigate 
processes 
governing 
material 
exchange among 
the ocean, ice 
shell, surface, 
and atmosphere. 

EIS Correlate surface features and subsurface structure to investigate surface - ice shell - ocean exchange processes and 
recent activity. 

ICEMAG Determine the mass flux of ions arising from vents, plumes, sputtering, and Europa's atmosphere.  
MASPEX Determine the distribution of major volatiles in Europa’s atmosphere/potential plumes to infer surface-interior overturn. 
MISE Determine the distribution and composition of salt deposits at locations where processes of ice-ocean exchange can 

be identified.  
MISE Determine the distribution and composition of organic material on Europa's surface at locations of likely surface-ocean 

interchange.  
MISE Determine the water-ice grain size and degree of crystallinity at locations of likely surface-ocean-interchange.  
MISE Determine the temporal relationship between the formation of key landforms by assessing the extent of radiation 

effects on the surface by mapping bulk compositional and radiolytic effects related to the surface to understand the 
rate of ice-ocean exchange. 

REASON Investigate the thermophysical processes governing material exchange among the ocean, ice shell, surface, and 
atmosphere. 

SUDA Determine the composition of surface features to infer characteristics of, and exchange processes with, sub-surface 
source materials. 

 

Science Traceability: Ice & Ocean 
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Preliminary
^



Science Traceability: Composition (1 of 2) 
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Obj. Mission Inv. Instr. Instrument Investigation 
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C1: Characterize 
the composition 
and chemistry of 
endogenic 
materials on the 
surface and in 
the atmosphere, 
including 
potential plumes. 

EIS Correlate surface units and color variations with morphology and topography of geologic structures to constrain 
relationships between endogenic structures and surface materials. 

Europa-
UVS 

Identify and determine abundances for major species of the atmosphere. 

Europa-
UVS 

Study potential plume gas composition as it relates to ocean chemistry, and the UV optical properties of any dust or 
hazes. 

Europa-
UVS 

Search for airglow and electron impact emissions from trace species to determine atmospheric composition. 

Europa-
UVS 

Identify and map the distribution of non-H2O-ice materials on the surface and correlate them with endogenic and 
exogenic features. 

Europa-
UVS 

Investigate how UV albedo correlates with estimated age, maturity, and composition, including H2O ice presence and 
grain size, of surface features in various geological provinces. 

ICEMAG Constrain the composition of Europa’s atmosphere and potential plumes.  
MASPEX Determine the composition of major volatiles and key organic compounds in the atmosphere and any plumes. 

MISE Determine the distribution and composition of salt deposits and other inorganic materials formed by endogenic 
processes.  

MISE Determine the distribution and composition of organic material generated by endogenic processes. 

MISE Determine the distribution of water-ice grain size and crystallinity from endogenic processes at global, regional, and 
local levels including the ice grain size distribution of potential plume deposits and active plumes.  

REASON Constrain permittivity and roughness of the surface. 
SUDA Determine the inorganic and organic surface composition of ejected solid surface material, including from potential 

plumes. 
SUDA Characterize exogenous solid material delivered to the surface. 

 

Preliminary
^



Obj. Mission Inv. Instr. Instrument Investigation 
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C.2:Determine 
the role of the 
radiation and 
plasma 
environment in 
creating and 
processing the 
atmosphere 
and  surface 
materials. 

EIS Determine the distribution of surface materials modified by exogenic processes. 
Europa-
UVS 

Characterize the vertical, horizontal, and local time structure of Europa's atmosphere. 

Europa-
UVS 

Determine if and how the basic features of the atmosphere vary with time and whether such variations are correlated with 
external forcing (e.g., particle fluxes, solar illumination, solar EUV activity). 

Europa-
UVS 

Constrain relative production rates due to sputtering, potential plumes, micrometeors, and sublimation for major volatiles, 
and their transport and loss processes. 

Europa-
UVS 

Characterize the morphology and variability of faint-to-bright auroral features and other transmission-based UV density 
measurements to understand the potential plumes-to-space environment connections. 

Europa-
UVS 

Investigate plasma-atmosphere interactions in terms of mass and energy flow as revealed in the generation of aurorae 
and ionospheric species on Europa. 

Europa-
UVS 

Investigate how the variability of Europa's auroral morphology, energetics, and brightness are controlled by Jupiter’s 
magnetic field and plasma interaction strength, and characterize any influence of a intrinsic, ocean-induced magnetic field. 

MASPEX Determine the relative abundances of key atmospheric compounds to constrain the geological processing of surface 
volatiles. 

MISE Determine the global and geologic-scale distribution and abundance of radiolytic products, especially those which may 
provide “nutrients” to the ocean. 

PIMS Understand the mechanisms responsible for weathering and releasing material from Europa’s surface into the atmosphere 
and ionosphere. 

PIMS Understand how Europa influences its local space environment, the structure of Europa-associated partial torus, and the 
possible existence of Europa plumes and their temporal variability. 

Radiation Create a precipitation map of Europa for proton and electron energies [TBC] 
REASON Characterize electron density below the spacecraft for ionosphere characterization and plume detection. 
SUDA Characterize properties of Europa's plasma environment.  

C3: Character-
ize the 
chemical and 
compositional 
pathways in 
the ocean. 

EIS Correlate surface units and color variations with morphology and topography of geologic structures to constrain surface–
subsurface exchange processes. 

ICEMAG Constrain the salinity of the internal ocean. 
MASPEX Determine the relative abundances of key compounds to constrain the chemical conditions of the ocean. 
MASPEX 
+ SUDA 

Cross-correlate particle and gas measurements to constrain the ocean's pH and extent of water-rock interaction. 

MISE Determine the distribution and composition of salt and inorganic deposits in different geologic settings to assess the 
variability in transport of salts between different reservoirs.  

MISE Determine the distribution and compostion of organic material on Europa's surface at different geologic settings  to assess 
variability in transport of organics between different reservoirs.  

MISE Determine the grain size, crystallinity and distribution of water ice globally and at locations of possible recent geologic 
activity. 

MISE Determine the global and geologic-scale distribution and abundance of radiolytic products, especially those which may 
provide “nutrients” to the ocean. 

SUDA Determine the composition and abundance of minerals and organics embedded in the surface material to constrain the 
chemical conditions of the ocean. 

 

Science Traceability: Composition (2 of 2) 
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Preliminary
^



Science Traceability: Geology 
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Obj. Mission Inv. Instr. Instrument Investigation 
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G.1: Determine 
sites of most 
recent geological 
activity, including 
potential plumes, 
and characterize 
localities of high 
science interest 
and potential 
future landing 
sites. 

ETHEMIS Determine surface temperature variations in order to constrain subsurface heat flow and identify thermal anomalies 
associated with recent resurfacing, shallow liquid water, or active venting. 

ETHEMIS Identify potential plumes and constrain their particle size and number density. 
EIS Characterize endogenic structures, surface units, and relationships to the subsurface and potential subsurface water, 

and identify recent geological activity. 
EIS Characterize surface units, especially with respect to recent exposure of subsurface material, resurfacing vs. 

degradation by weathering and erosion processes, and geologic context. 
Europa-
UVS 

Determine the spatial distribution of potential plumes to help infer the physics leading to their production. 

Europa-
UVS 

Study the evolution of potential plume morphology over short time periods to track the velocity and trajectory of 
plume material and to identify the primary geophysical mechanisms that result in plume variability. 

MASPEX Determine the distribution of major volatiles and key organic compounds in the atmosphere/potential plumes and 
their association with geological features. 

MISE Identify areas of current or recent activity by mapping thermally anomalous areas. 
MISE Determine the grain size, crystallinity and distribution of water ice  to identify regions of recent or current geologic 

activity at local scales.  
MISE Identify regions of recent activity by identifying materials which have had less radiation exposure.  
MISE Identify potential active plume locations and characterize the sizes and compositions of particles in active plumes. 
MISE Identify locations of high scientific value for potential landers based on their salt and organic composition. 
PIMS Determine the temporal variation of Europa's particle source and any active plumes.  
PIMS Determine the composition and structure of the ionized component of Europa's atmosphere and putative plumes. 
REASON Assess the composition of surface materials, the geologic context of the surface, the potential for geologic activity, 

the proximity of near-surface water, and the potential for active upwelling of ocean material.  Near-surface permittivity 
contrast related to porous to impermeable ice, clean to dirty ice, frozen or liquid brines, and roughness variations. 

SUDA Determine the composition and surface distribution of ejected dust particles from sites of current or recent activity. 
G.2: Determine the 
formation and 
three-dimensional 
characteristics of  
magmatic, 
tectonic, and 
impact landforms. 

EIS Constrain formation processes, 3D structures, and history of  geologic landforms 
REASON Assess the geologic context of the surface, subsurface structure, and the proximity of near surface water 

G.3: Investigate 
processes of 
erosion and 
deposition and 
their effects on the 
physical properties 
of the surface. 

ETHEMIS Determine the thermophysical properties of the surface materials and map their variations in order to derive regolith 
depth and block abundance, and characterize the processes involved in erosion and deposition. 

EIS Determine distribution of blocks; surface roughness and slopes at scales that represent a hazard to landing; and 
regolith cohesiveness, slope stability, thickness and subsurface layering at meter scales.  

Europa-
UVS 

Identify and map the distribution of porous or amorphous materials on the surface and correlate them with endogenic 
and exogenic landforms. 

PIMS Understand the mechanisms responsible for weathering and releasing material from Europa’s surface into the 
atmosphere and ionosphere. 

REASON Assess the distribution of the surface hazards, the loadbearing capacity of the surface, the structure of the 
subsurface, and the regolith thickness. 

SUDA Determine the mechanical surface properties by measuring the local speed distribution of ejected dust particles. 

Preliminary
      ^
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PSG Short-Term Goals and Schedule 

•  Establish the PSG as a unified cross-disciplinary Europa Science Team 

•  Develop the Unified Science  
Traceability Matrix and the  
mission science requirements 

•  Keep apprised of spacecraft  
accommodation status,  
with implications for science  
investigations 

•  Provide strategic input on  
baseline operations scenario 
and trajectory design 

•  Develop testable cross-cutting  
science hypotheses about Europa  

2/1/2016	  

Flatow	  Tower,	  Potsdam,	  Germany,	  2009	  

PSG	  1:	  JPL,	  Aug.	  4–5,	  2015 	   	   	  PSG	  3:	  JPL,	  Apr.	  5–6,	  2016	  
PSG	  2,	  Pasadena,	  Dec.	  7–8,	  2015 	   	  PSG	  4:	  Ann	  Arbor,	  July	  19–21,	  2016	  
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Monolith Award: Torrence Johnson 

2/1/2016	  

On	  the	  occasion	  of	  the	  20th	  anniversary	  of	  Galileo’s	  Jupiter	  Orbit	  InserQon,	  Dec.	  7,	  2015	  



The	  technical	  data	  in	  this	  document	  is	  controlled	  under	  the	  U.S.	  Export	  RegulaQons;	  	  
release	  to	  foreign	  persons	  may	  require	  an	  export	  authorizaQon.	  	  	  
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2O15:  THE DAWN OF MISSION	




The	  technical	  data	  in	  this	  document	  is	  controlled	  under	  the	  U.S.	  Export	  RegulaQons;	  	  
release	  to	  foreign	  persons	  may	  require	  an	  export	  authorizaQon.	  	  	  
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EUROPA:  THE ODYSSEY CONTINUES	





